
FURNITURE

TEAM Table Series
Collaborative Furniture for Today’s Technology



How to Select the Perfect Collaboration Furniture

Today’s mobile workforce requires companies to rethink their current meeting spaces. 
Boardrooms, huddle spaces and meeting nooks provide different needs on how the room is 
used, and how employees will interact.  As you design new meeting spaces, or renovate existing 
offices, the following tips can help you select the right furniture for the space.

Purpose of the Room

Before you begin, identify how the room will be used. Is the room for your company’s top 
executives, small team meetings or impromptu employee brainstorming?  Will people be sitting, 
walking around or standing? Do you want a formal or informal environment?

Size of the Room

When planning the furniture for a meeting space, the size of the room is important.  Generally, 
you should allow a minimum of 42 inches between the edge of the conference table and the wall 
to provide room for people to roll back their chairs.  In addition, you want to make sure there 
is adequate space for people to walk around the table when others are seated. If you plan on 
mounting a display to the wall, you should consider whether there is enough space to walk in 
front of the display, or if the display should be mounted to the table.

Maximum Number of People

How many people will be sitting and/or standing around the table?  For larger meeting rooms, 
you should consider the maximum number of people intending to sit at the table.  For smaller 
meeting rooms or huddle spaces, tables typically accommodate three to six people.

Technology Needs
Will you be installing a videoconferencing system or interactive display?  Will you need access 
to power sources and network connections? Mobile devices and laptops are essentially portable 
workstations. Make sure your collaboration table can accommodate enough outlets and ports 
for everyone at the table, as well as conferencing technology.

Types of Finishes

Laminate finishes come in a wide selection of wood grains and colors. Select a laminate that 
matches the decor in the office, or choose a whiteboard finish to turn your table top into 
a brainstorming surface.  Custom veneers and glass overlays can provide a more upscale 
appearance.
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The TEAM series of conference tables bring style and elegance to your meeting rooms.  
TEAMconference tables are available in a wide selection of shapes and sizes to fit small 
collaboration spaces or large boardrooms. Choose from quality laminate finishes or customize 
with select veneers to match your room design.  

Select table tops with or without cutouts for power and a variety of table pedestals to fit your 
style and technology needs.

Designing the ideal conference room
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TEAMconferenceTM

TABLE PEDESTALS

All table tops are made to order.  Table tops larger than 10x4 are shipped in two pieces.  Cutouts for table boxes provided.  Table boxes sold 
separately.  Custom sizes and shapes available. 

STANDARD TABLE TOPS

SHAPE DIMENSIONS SUGGESTED # 
PEDESTALS SEATING PART NUMBER

Rectangle

10’L x 4’W     2   8-10 TC-10x4-R

12’L x 4’W     3 10-12 TC-12x4-R

18’L x 4’W     4 14-16 TC-18x4-R

Arc

10’L x 4’W     2 8-10 TC-10x4-A

12’L x 4’W     3 10-12 TC-12x4-A

18’L x 4’W     4 14-16 TC-18x4-A

Boat

10’L x 4W      2   8-10 TC-10x4-B

12’L x 4’W      3 10-12 TC-12x4-B

18’L x 4’W      4 14-16 TC-18x4-B

Race Track

10’L x 4’W      2   8-10 TC-10x4-RT

12’L x 4’W      3 10-12 TC-12X4-RT

18’L x 4’W      4 14-16 TC-18X4-RT

Oval

10’L x 4’W      2   8-10 TC-10x4-O

12’L x 4’W      3 10-12 TC-12X4-O

18’L x 4’W      3 14-16 TC-18X4-O

Round 4’ Diameter      1      4 TC-4x4-RD

Square 4’L x 4’W 1  4 TC-4x4-S

Standard
 

RectangleSlimlineCommunications Basic

SPECIFICATIONS

PEDESTAL RACK SPACE DIMENSIONS PART NUMBER

Standard 28’H x 18″ Diameter base PD-50

Communications 10RU 28″H x 30″ Diameter PD-100

Slimline 3RU 28″H x 24″W x 12 1/2″D PD-200

Basic 28″H x 28″W x 8″D PD-250

Rectangular 4RU 28″H x 13″W x 24″D PD-300



Innovative spaces for team collaboration

In today’s mobile workplace, create innovative and inviting meeting areas for informal 
team meetings, small conference rooms and collaborative work spaces. The TEAMhuddleTM 
table collection brings ergonomic design to improve the meeting environment and increase 
productivity. With bar height tables, team members are eye level 
with the presenter, which improves communication 
and interaction with the team.  

TEAMhuddle table tops are available in a wide variety 
of quality laminate finishes or custom veneers to 
match your room design.  
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The teardrop- and guitar pick-shaped table 
tops are designed to provide clear line of site 
to a presenter or wall-mounted display.  

Straight edging is provided 
with laminate finishes.  
Custom edging available in 
veneer finishes.  



TEAMhuddleTM

STANDARD TABLE TOPS

Cutouts for table boxes provided.  Table boxes sold separately.
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SPECIFICATIONS

SHAPE DIMENSIONS PART NUMBER

Teardrop
70”L x 54”W TH-70X54-TD

96”L x 60”W TH-96X60-TD

Guitar 70”L x 60”W TH-70X60-G

Square 5’L x 5’W TH-5X5

Rectangle 8’L x 5”W TH-8X5

TABLE BASE DIMENSIONS SITTING HEIGHT PART NUMBER

Triangular
60”L x 48”W x 29”H Standard TH-HMSTANDARD

60”L x 48”W x 39”H Bar Height / Cafe TH-HMBAR-BASE

Square
42”L x 42”W x 29”H Standard TH-SCSTANDARD

42”L x 42”W x 39”H Bar Height / Cafe TH-SCBAR-BASE

Powder coating finish 
in black, white or grey. 
Custom colors available.

Foot rail included with 
bar height bases.  

See page 11 for laminate finishes 
from the WilsonArt catalog.  

FINISHES

Rounded Base
Square Base



Maximize small meeting rooms or huddle spaces by combining technology with furniture.  
TEAMspaceTM collaboration tables provide an all-in-one workspace that are perfect for 
small team meetings.  Our TEAMspace series offers a functional and stylish design for any 
work environment.  From height adjustable capabilities to choice of finish, AVTEQ offers a 
variety of huddle solutions for collaborative team spaces.  Available in a wide selection of 
laminate finishes. 

Create the ultimate meeting space

DynamiQ TEAMspace |custom aluminum frame and glass top overlay | cutouts standard. 
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DynamiQ TEAMspaceTM

The DynamiQ TEAMspace is a sleek 
sit-to-stand, height adjustable 
collaboration table. The universal 
display mount, which support a 
wide range of display sizes, can be 
mounted to the table.

Cut out for table box. 
Size of cut out depends 
on the specifications of 
the box being installed.

Electric controller mounted under 
table top adjusts the height of the 
table legs. The controller provides 
three preset height positions. 

Universal display mount 
supports a wide range of 
display sizes..



TEAMspaceTM

See page 11 for 
laminate finishes from 
the WilsonArt catalog.  

FINISHES

Slide-out rack drawers with 
4RU rack space on each side 
provide easy access to the audio 
visual equipment. Bolted rear 
privacy panel creates a stand-
alone collaboration solution.
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Adjustable height camera shelf allows 
the camera position to be above or 
below the display. The universal display 
mount supports a wide range of display 
sizes.

Front access panel provides easy 
access to the internal storage 
and cable management features.

TEAMspaceTM  Lite

TeamSpace™ Lite is a compact collaboration 
furniture solution. It’s perfect for huddle rooms 
and other small office spaces. Work surface and 
display mount are included into a single unit, 
making installation a breeze. Collaboration and 
videoconferencing is casual and more 
convenient than ever!

TEAMspaceTM Slim

TeamSpace™ Slim is a versatile furniture 
solution designed for corporate huddle rooms 
or collaborative learning environments. The 
TeamSpace™ Slim supports a single display and 
has integrated equipment and cable storage. It 
is highly customizable from size and shape of 
table top to finish options. 

Choose from the standard options, or design 
your own custom huddle space to increase team 
productivity and add flexibility and style to any 
work environment.

SPECIFICATIONS

MODEL CABINET 
DIMENSIONS TABLE DIMENSIONS RACK 

SPACE PART NUMBER

TEAMspace Slim 61”W x 64”H x 15”D 70”L x 48”W x 30”H 8RU TS-3500

TEAMspace Lite 48″W x 65″H x 8″D 48”W x 72”L x 30”H TL-3500

DynamiQ TEAMspace 48″W x 24-48″H x 96″D D-3500

Wide variety of laminate 
finishes and choose black or 
silver powder coat metal frame.  
Finishes and frames are highly 
customizable.
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3-Bay Credenza

2-Bay Credenza

SPECIFICATIONS

CREDENZA
SINGLE 

DISPLAY SIZE
DUAL 

DISPLAY SIZE
DIMENSIONS RACK SPACE FINISH PART NUMBER

2-Bay 80” 60” 29″H x 52″W x 23″D 12RU
Laminate Credenza2-L

Veneer Credenza2-V

3-Bay 103” 80” 29″H x 79″W x 23 1/2″D 12RU
Laminate Credenza3-L

Veneer Credenza3-V

Adjustable camera shelf may 
be moved vertically between 
dual displays or above and 
below single displays. Sup-
ports most videoconferencing 
cameras.

2-Bay & 3-Bay Credenzas

Our fully customizable credenzas are available in a wide selection of laminates and custom veneers, bringing style and elegance to 
any meeting space.  Each credenza provides an integrated mounting system for single or dual displays and ample rack space to house 
all your technology needs. 

One sliding, rotating rack 
to easily access technology. 
Credenza has an open back for 
improved ventilation.

Fully customizable credenzas 
available in laminate or veneer 
finishes.

All steel frame 



TABLE TOP LAMINATES

STANDARD FINISHES

STANDARD FRAME FINISHES

WHITE BARN
7977

WHITE CYPRESS
7976

ASIAN SAND
7952

BEIGEWOOD
7850

TUSCAN LIMESTONE
1861

TRUSS MAPLE
7972

NEW AGE OAK
7938

LIMBER MAPLE
10734

KENSINGTON MAPLE
10776

FUSION MAPLE
7909

BLOND ECHO
7939

ZEBRAWOOD
7980

UPTOWN WALNUT
7971

HIGHLINE
7970

TUSCAN WALNUT
7921

NEPAL TEAK
7209

ASIAN SUN
7951

WILD CHERRY
7054

BILTMORE CHERRY
7924

ZANZIBAR
7957

PINNACLE WALNUT
7992

LOWELL ASH
7994

KENYA MAHOGANY
7958

BRIGHTON WALNUT
7922

EMPIRE MAHOGANY
7122

COLUMBIAN WALNUT
7943

CAFELLE
7933

XANADU
7945

5TH AVE. ELM
7966

BOARDWALK OAK
7983

SKYLINE WALNUT
7954

STERLING ASH
7995

EBONY RECON
7997

MADAGASCAR
7944

ALOE
7962

BLACK SILVER WHITE

AVTEQ uses quality laminate finishes from the WilsonArt 
catalog.  To view the entire catalog, visit WilsonArt.com.

FINISHES
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Call 800.285.8315 or visit AVTEQ.net

© 2017 AVTEQ Inc. All rights reserved.  All specifications subject to change without notice. Trademarks used herein are the property of AVTEQ Inc. or of their respective owners.

          PREMIUM / UP CHARGES

Custom Finishes
Specialty laminates, veneers and glass table tops available.  

Custom Size & Shape
Our Design Center can design any size and shape table to meet your specifications.

Optional Mounts & Shelves
Camera shelves and display mounts available.

Table Edging
Custom edging available, as shown below.

Teardrop

Reeded ThumbnailKnife

Reverse KnifeBullnose


